
ON LYGIA CLARK

My love for modern architecture was born long ago during my daily visits to the studio of the architects 
Frederico and Pedro George, my neighbors next to my old studio in Lisbon. Frederico George was a very 
well-known Portuguese Modernist architect who had a fantastic collection of modern architecture books. It 
was through looking and reading some of his books that I became more familiar with modern architecture 
and I fell in love with the exuberant (cultural) modernism in Brazil and Latin America. On the same shelf, 
next to Le Corbusier or Mies van der Rohe, I would find books about Artigas, Oscar Niemeyer, Lúcio Costa, 
Barragán and Lina Bo Bardi. I was very attracted to the way Latin American artists and architects work with 
an international language but also with their own set of concerns, such as proposing social transformations, or 
contributing towards the development of a new culture towards a cultural revolution. 

I was also curious about the work of Brazilian artists such as Lygia Clark and Helio Oiticica because of the 
relationship they establish both with architecture and the body. I learned about them looking at their work 
through the books that had come to me from the studio of my architect friend. 

My deep love for these artists and architects was not understood by the cultural milieu in Lisbon. During the 
eighties and nineties, art works by Brazilian artists where almost invisible in Portugal. Everyone was looking at 
the art world in Central Europe and United States and turning their backs to Africa and South America. It was 
only in 1998, at the Serralves Foundation (Oporto, Portugal), that I saw for the first time an exhibition of Lygia 
Clark ́s works. Most of them were the result of her therapeutic practice. This experience had a tremendous 
impact on me and was a great contribution to my performative sculpture “Box to Keep the Void” (2005).

Last year in NY I was happy to see Lygia Clark finally full recognized by MoMA and to realize that her work is 
now seen as an important bridge between modernist avant-gardes and today’s new social practices. Looking 
at her paintings, sculptures, sensitive works and living experiences was such a strong emotion. This made me 
start a series of sculptures inspired by her, looking at the strong presence that the “book” had in her work, 
both as concept and as object, and crossing that with my own work.



11 handmade notebooks with fabric covers, stainless steel supports and 1 concrete piece _ 422 x 228 x 22 cmCONJUNTO HABITACIONAL, AFTER LYGIA CLARK, ‘MAQUETE PARA INTERIOR’1955  2015



“Maqueta for interior (Interior model) 1955, one of the most refined designs, was presented in 
Clark’s lecture and exibithion at Belo Horizonte National School of architecture, in 1956. For her 
this work marks a relationship between architectural modulation and painting.”

In: Butler, CH; Pérez-Oramas, L, LYGIA CLARK, THE ABONDONMENT OF ART 1948-1988

Art in America, July1994



1 black laquered stainless steel support and 1 manufactured notebook with fabric cover _ 80 x 80 x 11,5 cm

BOOK WORK, AFTER LYGIA CLARK (CASULO 1958) #1  2016

BOOK WORK, AFTER LYGIA CLARK (CASULO 1958) #1 & #2  2016



1 white laquered stainless steel support and 1 manufactured notebook with fabric cover _ 80 x 80 x 11,5 cm

BOOK WORK, AFTER LYGIA CLARK (CASULO 1958) #2  2016



CONCRETE POEM  2016 7 pigmented concrete blocks _ 24,5 x 470 x 14 cm
Clark’s proposition Livro sensorial (Sensorial book, 1966), in use in 1966. The object is made of 
water, sea shells, mirror, plastic, stone, metal and steel wool



CONCRETE WORDS #2  2016 2 pigmented concrete blocks and and section from the book: Art Now: From Abstract Expressionism to Surrealism, Lucie-Smith, Edward; William Morrow and Company, Inc.; 1977: New York _ 10 x 21 x 14 cm

Dust cover from the book used in the sculpture Concrete Words #2 : Art Now: From Abstract Expressionism to Surrealism, Lucie-Smith, Edward; William Morrow and Company, Inc.; 1977: New York



Acrylic case and pages from the book Art Now: From Abstract Expressionism to Surrealism, Lucie-Smith, Edward; William Morrow and Company, Inc.; 1977: New York _ 73,5 x 73,5 x 44 cm(NOT) NOW  2016



BLACK AND WHITE WORKS, AFTER LYGIA CLARK (UNIT)  2016

1polished stainless steel support and 1 manufactured notebook with fabric cover _ 60 x 60 x 35 cm

UNTITLED 2  2016

1polished stainless steel support and 1 manufactured notebook with fabric cover _ 25 x 60 x 25 cm

UNTITLED 1  2016

 Lygia Clark, Livro Obra (Book Work detail) 1964/63

1 plywood box with fabric cover and 1 manufactured notebook with fabric cover _ 30,5 x 30,5 x 3 cm
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